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, FOREWORDi

Exploring Functional Langu'age is a unique set of,materials thar addresses what is probably the
moss important question one.could ask about language use in the scho s. "How do children andctil
teachers use language td get things done?" Howeter obvious such a uestion may seem, it is
unfortunately true that we seldom ask it Instead, the schools usually try to determine'such ques-
tions as "How correct is the usage of the children?'; or "How mature is the children's-language
development in terms of pronunciation or grammar?" These are not unimportant questions, but
they focus only on the forms of language rather than on its functions. That is, the questions
address the social judgment, we can make about language (is it Correct or not) rather than the
cognitive functions (what dos the language get done).

These protocol' tapes and manuals effectively illustrate functional language in its real, class-
room context with-videotapes of the undoctored, actual classroom events. The manuals contain
workshop exercises to be used with the videotape, describe (in clear language) the theoretical
framework from which the work stems, and include verbal transcripts of the language used in the,
tapes All videotape samples (15 to 20 minutes in length) were taken from a large research prpj-
ect conducted the Center f9r Applied Linguistics (Peg Griffin and Roger Shuy, Children's ,
Functional Lang ge and Education in the Early Years, 1978). Separate Tanuals accompany

`each videotape.
A Way with Words describes the principle of functional language in some detail, calling into

queition conventional' school language assessment which deals only with language forms
(sounds, vocabulary and grammar). while often ignoring meaning relationships (semantics) and

'language use (pragmatics).
.

What's What with Questions explores the use of question asking strategies in the,classroom.
It points out that questions do a great deal more/work than merely getting iriformation. Children
have a variety of ways to use questions and this protocol suggests ways that educators can mak
use of them for in:service or pre-service training7It's Your Turn provides informaticin about the
verbal and non-verbal aspects of classroom turns at talking, when it succeeds as well as when it
breaks dowri Transitions. ANivity between Activitqs focuses on vAliat has been conventionally
considered "down time" by educators. The videotape and manual describe how transitions can
function as an actual reaming event, socially and cognitively, A similar focus is presented in When
Is Reading2, which illustrates visually that learning how to read extends far beyond "officiar
reading time in classrooms Although much of the focus of these videotapes and marZals is on
thildren's functional 1.4nguage use, teacher talk is also noted, especially in Teacher Talk Works,
a visible demonstration of talk"that teaches, answers, evaluates, manages, and reprimands.

There is no way-that a brief overview of this sort can capture the richness of the actual video-
taped events in this series That is pretisely the reason, in fact, that the authors decided to present
this important information in protocol form These are not books about children's functional Ian-v
guage They are children's functional langibige, captured in natural, real life settings, selected
from hundreds of hours of research samples and presented in a way which is convincing, clear......
and dynamic. ,.\ Roger Shuy
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INTRODUCTION

*What is meant by transition and why is it called the activity between
activities?

* How are transitions accomplished in school'?
fg

* What effects does transitional activity have on other classroom activities?

* What effects can it have?

c
*Why is i useful to understand what goes on at moments of transition?

* How does the material in this booklet relate to my classroom?

4

The preceding arg some of the questions that will be dealt with in the materials that follow. This
participant's manual isipart of.a packet that includes an accompanying instructors manual and a
videotape entitled 'Transitions Activity between Activities. These materials result from a research
prOject that examined children's langdpge and social behavior in school. The videotape presents
excerpts from actual classroom events'that clearly illustrate some of the interesting and intricate
Workings of the school day. Both manuals offer discussions of the tape's major points and pro-
vide background information for those who wish to pursue a pa'rticular topic further. Also!, each
manual suggests exercises and activities that will sharpen and personalize your understanding of
the topics covered. We hope that you will find these materials relevant and useful to your own

' teaching experiences.
.
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SUGGESTIONS

. - FOR USING

._THESE MATERIALS
,

The discussion and exercise sections of this manual are designed
to be flexible and interchangeable, to accommodate.individual learn-
ing styles, time schedules, and your own goals.

If you area participant using this manual, in pre-s'ervice or
in-service training, your instructor will plan a workshop based on
these materials. If you are working on your awn, you may find
either of the following appioaches helpful or you may wish to devise
one of your own.

The transcript feflects the contents of the videotape. Satisfactory
work can be done with this manual whervthe videotape is not
available.

a

(1)

OPTION A
-..

-. ,
Read through the transcript. We suggest this as the first step
for any approach, since it is often difficult to read while
listening to and watching the tape at the same time.

(2) ,Look at the tape, if available.

(3) Read the discussion section.

t

(4) Read the ;:Theory and Methods", section (optional) .'''

(5) Do at least the following exercises.
...

I. Section A , #1-4
Section B #1, 2
Section C #1, 2

(6) Do as many of the-remaining exercises as possible, reread-
ing alb discussiork section as appropriate or necessary.

9
2

,

, OPTION B

(1) Read through the transcript.

(2) Look at tape, if available.

(3) Do the following exercises:

4

I. Section A-
Section B
Section C

n

#1-4
#1, 2
#1, 2

4,..

(4) Read the discussion section.

(5) Read the "Theory and Methods" section (optional).

(6) Do as many of thi2 remaining exercises as pOssible, reread-
ing the discussion section as appropriate'or necessary

0,

10



DISCUSSION

This discussion section is intended mainly as a point of reference for persons participating in
workshops or classes based on these materials. however, issues raised here also can serve as
departure points for further discussion or as a basis for assignments

JHE MAIN' IDEAS

Now that you have looked at the 'videotape and/or read through the transcript, it is useful to
.talk about the ideas developed in those materials. There are three basic issues.

-(1) The nature of transition: What it looks like
(2)- The function of transition: What it does s>"
(3) The signals to transition: How it is done.

The Nature of Transition
Transition, 1 The process or an instance of changing from one form, state, activity or place to

another 2 Passage from One subject to another, as in discourse. . . (The American Heritage
Dictionary, 1969)

This definition is a gold place to begin our examination of the nature of transitional activity in
the classroom The word process is a key to understanding what transitions look like, and, as the
title of this booklet indicates, this process is the activity between activities. There is little disagree-
ment that the main intent of schooling is the instruction that takes plade during lesson time. But
what about those in-between times? Since both transition and teaching are describable as pro-
cesses, an obvious question might be. How do you decide whereone leaves off and the other
begins? Because certain characteristics of transitional times typically apl)ear to indicate a change
of focus, let us look at some Of them and the roles that they play in school.

The first-is a marked increase of noise. Think about what happens at the end of a show or a'
church service as everyone prepares to leave. almost immediately each person turns to a friend
or neighbor to make a comment or express an opinion about what has just occurred. At the same
time, people frequently take this moment to make plans for,the next eventwhere to go and
how to get there The situation the classroom is similar, the noise letiel does rise, often disrupt-
ing the activities of others and presenting problems for the teacher, who is responsible for main-

,taining a sense of order.
,

Related. to this noise, and frequently a major cause of it, is an increase in the amount of
random movement. As A appears that a lesson 'is ending, the class becomes uneasy. Students
gather their things, squirm in their seats, and generally cue the teacher that their' attention is
'waning At this point, teachers struggle to bring the lesson to a close by summarizing what has

3
11



4 Transitions: Activity between Activities
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been covered and by situating the information within the larger issues of what has been taught
and where the topic is going next. While the closing moments of a lesson are critical to its effec-

.tiv. eness, the class is frequently least receptive then.
A third feature of transitional time is the number of topics that spring up. The shared focus of

the groupthe lesson topicis breaking up. The teacher may rapidly give sets of instructions to
get everyone on to the next activity on the schedule. Stridents, on the other hand, may use these
moments to take care of their own businessfor example, to ask questions or make comments
that,were clearly inappropriate during the lesson. (We say this not to criticize these students' con-
cerns..but to highlight the fact that transitions are busy, challenging moments for-all involved.) The
teacher's job is to Coordinate all of these activities.

While none of these characteristics is particularly earth-shaking, each has led teachers to devise
ways to minimize possitile,disruptiveness. Some`of those 'techniques will be examined in a later
section of this booklet and are evident on the videotape you have seen. Here, one further point
must bi made., Every aspect.of schooling is a cooperative endeavor and cooperation requires
flexibility.. Teachers have responsibility for instilling a sense of social cooperation in their students,
along with more academic goals of education. Classroom management is ,a familiar topic and is
most often treated strictly as the teacher's task. Our researcron transitional behavior has con-
firmed that rAnagementof,the classroom is best treated as a group re,,onsibility.

During any.school day, occasions arise when students and teaehers must negotiate with one
another. Specifically regarding,transitioAl times, moments occur when a pupil's or pupils' needs
do nt,t coincide with the teacher's plans. St dents often try to have their present needs met,
sometimes at the eispenSe- of activities around them. They ask to be excused, introduce a new
topic, or return to a forrher topic. As with-Peter in the nursery school tape excerpt, they have an
`Insurmountable" problem demandieg an immediate resolution. Peter's teacheP has devised a
method that allows him to call for a` class.meeting: Rather than being passive recipients of the
teacher's plans .students in this class actively engage in classroom decisions.

In summary, transition to new activities can be of aro types: those for which the teacher has
scheduled in a lesson plan or daily plan and those which occur to meet the particular needs of the
day. Both types demand adaptation and flexibility on everyone's part if the cooperative process
of education is to occur.

The Functions of Transition
,

Up to this point, we have been primarily describing transitional behavior in terms of what it
looks like, sounds like and the roketglzssroom members might play. Now let's turn to the func-
lions that transition serves and how ,the way a transition, is accomplished affects the activities
around it. To get-an idea of how this1appens, consider the way people end or,close an event.-
The way a person clOse.i,an interaction indicates that person's interpretation of what was going
on. For example, it indicates of the level, of formality that the person believes to have been appro-
priate during the encounter. "aye-bye" suffices for a friend; "good to see you again" is used for



an acquaintance,; "nice to .meet you," for a first rneeting; and "this court is adjourned," for trial
proceedings. Closings, then, establish an attitude through which to view the event that has been
closed.

What does all this have to do with transitions? The answer is,relatively simple. Rather than
"looking back" as closings do, transitions "look forward" by establishing an attitude for the next
activity and by predisposing the group to that next activity. Given this function of transition,
teachers haye come up with transitional routines which are reflective of the tone of the upcoming
event. Fire drilriiinals are respondecho with the utmost seri icris-ness. On the other hand, children
on their waltgm4iit.c or dance class might be encouraged to "dance like bears."

A second, analogy,, th'e similarity between interruptions and transitions, is also useful in under-
standing the functions of-transition. Educationally speaking, transitions might well be viewed as
interruptions in the flow of the school day; this might account for the fact theft transitional time is
frequently equated with "sdowntime",or "time-off-task". Research on interruptions has pointed
out that interruptive behavior lacks a clear, neat closing.'in fact, an "official" closing of an inter-
ruption is contrary to`the basic notion of what an interruption is: "unofficially" breaking in upon
an action or discourse. Finding the "official" end of a transition is equally difficult. Like interrup-
tions, 'transitions are meant to last only as long as is necessa Perhaps the only way to mark the
endlof a transition is to note the beginning of the next activitr The signals that indic te the begin-
ning4of a transition are somewhat easier to locate, as discussed in the next secticil.

The Stgnals to Transition
,The discussion thus far has concerned the general characteristics Of transition, and their ,effects-on
'the flow of activity of the schotSl day. Turning to those aspects of language that surround transi-
tion,-we can see Certain verbal and nonverbal cues in the situation signal an upcoming change of
focus. Perhaps the most common signal is time. At those grade levels where children have
leprned to tell time, thi4frequently the only cue necessary. Schedules that break up the day into
time periods are generally of two types: .

14 The first are theslaily routines that quickly become established in each classroom. Their:,
sequence is learned early in the year, and students come to expect them automatically:

(2) The teacher% unit plans and daily plans are .second type of scheduling. Many teachers
let the class know Tirst thing in the morning, (as part of the opening exercises or first
circle) what the plans are for Ihe day. Otheteachers reserve spaces on the blackboard
or bulletin board where a written schedule isposted. This, of course, requires that the
class be able to read or that the schedule ble.lread to them.

The second type of cue to transition is frequently an activity or series oiactivities which must
get done before the class-tan glove onsuch as pickup and clean-up times when materials must
be put away and tables washed. Lining up is another activity that usually indicates upcoming tan-

. sition. It is possible to see lining up, cleaning up, picking up, and the like as classroom procedures
without referring to their role as cues for transition:. HOweyer, if you ask the students involved in

'I
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such. an activity what the are doing, their answers will more than likely refer to what has just
been completed. or what is next on the agenda. "I just finished my Christmas decoration* or
"We're getting ready to g outside." Their answers let you know that they rightfully see these as-
in-between times in prep ration for the next activity.

Nonverbal signals that uiet the grouRdown comprise a third type of cue to transition. Silence'
is &most alwa9s required efore any transition. Once the group is quieted and paying attention,
they may receive a set of i structions from the teacher, or they may already know what to do.
Some familiar nonverbal cues include: lowering the lights or flicking them on and off, placing the
index finger across pursed lips, or ringing bells.

The final type is the verbal cue, which invariably accompanies each of the other signals in some
form. Examples include:

"While I close the doors,you can all put your coais on."
"We'll all go to lunch after we've picked up the room. ".
"Before your dress rehearsal I want everyone to sit quietly for a moment or two."

These sentences, iakeri from our research sample of teacher talk, share three features in com-
mon: (1) LThey all refer to activities which are to happen at the same time or sequentially;
(2) each contains instructions for the class to execute; and (3) each precedes a transition. These
verbal cues are usually characterized by verbal elements which captufrandmain'tain the class'

S

attention:,
Imperatives: wait, stop, listen
Vocatives: folks, boys and girls, class
Temporals: now, in five mircutes, this period
Miscellaneous: Well, O.K., alright

The four different types of cuestime, activities, signals, verbal cuesfrequently
,combinations. For example, at noon, lunch may be multiply cued by the time itself, by

,

cur in
a ing

.r
hands, by lining up, and by an *announcement of what is on the menu. Since many off he ily,
routines become increasingly simplified as the year passes or as studentsget oldei,.a naon
whistle, for example, may be the only sigrial necessary to alert everyone that it is time to eat.,
While the necessity for multiple cueing may decrease in these cases, unscheduled transition may
still require speciar signals or verbal instructions. Thus the age of the students (i.e. familiari with
the school setting), the nature of the transition (i.e. scheduled vs. unscheduled), and the m-
plexity of the upcoming activity (i.e. changing locale vs. changing tonic) all play a part in regulat-

1 6

ing the activity between activities:* , -

s.
. SPECIFIC DISCUSSION .

. . 4, . ,
Intrbduction- . .

. , , .
., . . . .

The opening sequences of this tape show various transitional points kiroughout the day,and
some of the procedure; that are Used in one particular school. ChildrSen arriving-by school bus are, .

..
greeted by a teacher who sends them to their respective classes. There the day's schedule, with

s 8
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activities and times, is either written on the blackboard or announced by the teacher. Lessons are '
linked together by a succession of transitions to new topics, new activities, and new places. Some
transitions require special preparations, such as matching brown gloVes to their rightful owner
before a recess in the snow. At the day's end, students leave with the day's booty_and a "good-
bye" from the teacher.

,

None of these activities is partidularly unusual to anyone..Transition times are simply times
after one event Wended 'and before the next has begun. In spite of this "inbetween times"
status, transitions must be executed smoothly so that the work of teaching and learning can
happen. To ensure this, teachers must.see to it that students have the_necessary social skills, that
these skills are firmly established and that they are mutually agreed upon. However, lesson plans
and daily plans rarely address transition explicitly; these times are most frequently the white space r
between the individual items on the day's agenda. ...--

q.

,

Signaling Transition with the Teacher's Signal

This segment highlights several of the points made in the general discussion. To begin this dis-
cussion, let us examine some of the characteristics particularly relevant to Peter's call fora class

i meeting. The class is involved in making decorations for the Christmas tree. As with most
children his age, Peter is particularly concerned about what is going to happen to his decoration.
Is it going to be put on the tree? When? Can he take it home? When? Faced with these problems,
Peter goes to the usual source of resolution in these matters, his teacher. She sees his question as
a genuine concern but also seems to realize that,it affects the group and requires a group decision.
Because the class meeting is a mechanism for making such decisions, the teacher asks: "Peter, do
ydu want to call a meeting?" Peter takes is question as an invitation to call the groiip together at
that moment and does so. .This teacher has created a signala "boop" sound, high pitchedand repeated- one or two
timesto call a class meeting. By this time of the year (December), everyone in the class knows
what the signal means: They are to drop what they are doing, go immediately to the rug area, and ---
await quietly the beginning of the meeting. From the point when Peter "boops," the pace of the'
worktable activity pkks up considerably. Students vie for the teacher's attention and forgetting or
continuing their turns at the table. The teacher, however, has switched her role as the main focus
Of activity to a supportive position.

Teacher: ". . . didlou hear the boopdid you hear Peter boop?
What de es that mean?" ,

,.1
These reminders, ill question form, are said at full voice to the entire class. Peter has used a

teacher-established signal to get the group together. The teacher:must see to it that the class
responds to Peter's call just as they would to her u'se of her signal. She reinforces the meaning of
the "boop" to insure its future effectiveness as well as tt help with Peter's immediate request for a
meeting. In addition to these verbal reminders, the teacher helps by herding the students to the
rug, the area designated as the class meeting place.
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. A fey:, pupils are slow to arrive, but with some teacher prodding everyone makes it The group
is gathered around Peter and the 'teacher:who are ready to present the topic of the meeting.
At this mpment, the noise quiets down and the teacher reclaims'her poiition as lacier by stating
Peter's problem. This simultaneously tnarks the end of the transition and the beginning of the
next event

It seems reascinableto assume that.this'particular class meeting was not on the teacher's.plans
for the day's events. It also seems reasonable to view the move to the meeting area as an interrup-
tion in the activities at the worktable. This is clear fttm the number of student protests: "Oh, I'm
not finished!" The question of whether time spent in this way is "time off task," in the sense of
time not spent teaching or learning, is another issue. Much has been written about the social
development that must necessarily accompany, children's academic development. The social
aspects of education are' treated less overtly in a curriculum traditionally designed with a heavy
emphasis cC the academic. Transitional moments offer naturally occurring times when coop-
erativeness, consideration for others, and participation in the concerns of the class become the
focus of the class.

Viewed from this perspectiveTthis(event can be seen ag a demonstration of four-year-olds
learning to be responsive to the. needs of others. In Peter's case, he has seen within the social
organization of his classroom a way to meethis personal needs. Thiteachex encourages and aids
him to use the class meeting for his own purposes. She has developed a method that everyone
can use and an implicit set of Quidelines for the appropriate use of the signal. Peter's problem is
handled quickly and with a minimal amount of disruptiveness, Here the decision-making process
is a group process, notsan arbitrary one; assuch, it requires' class agreement. When a student
runs counter to these group procedures; it is a social action rather than an individual one and has
social consequences. Developing grcLp-iesponsibility is an ihiportant Part of each diild's social
growth, andfhis tape segment demonstrates an effective way of contributing to this growth.

e.i
Discus sing TransitT6n: Problems and Solutions

This second settion of thgtape was filmed during a third grade class meeting. Inieneral, topics
of these class meetings center around problems the students the selves would like to examine.
This specific .gathering is to discu what to do about essy tr sitions. The class has been
dissatisfied with the way lining up nd moving through th corridors has been happening. Their
concerns vary from the role of the "line leader" to the lac Qf solidarity in appearance:

. . . and our class is all spread around, and it's not ilia line or anything.".
Descriptions such ps the following c.iinfirrrt our observations about transitions. There is an
increase in the amount of noise:

". . .'when I was line leader ... . I was Walking down the glass corridor and there was a lot
of. wise, so I stopped the line. . . .

Jennifer commentson the increase in random movement:, "e.

"It's just a lot of peoprefrorri different classes walking around in the hall. . . ."

21
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During t\ts discussion the teacher t es 'a role that might be described as a "conversational
-

manager. Rather than instigating top's as she might during a lesson, she assigns turns at talking
to individual students, keeps student on the topic at hand, maintains the circle formation and the
necessary attention to the current aker,and provides interim summaries of what has been
covered. The corplaintS and solu onspresented by the students seem to fall predominately into
three categories. John sees the sponsibility for controlling-the behavior of certain students in
line as a teacher responsibility: s a first-guess, you might expect this to-be the most common
solution: an appeal to the aut ority figure, the teacher. However, the other students appear to
lean toward solutions which all for either individual or group responsibility.

Peter: ". . . And I, ink everybody should take, um, take care of theinselves.. . ."
Jennifer: "Well, real when we come back from an activity, At's like we don't have a

class.. .

Each of these positions s possibilities km- resolving the problem. What is most important is that I A

this active, volyntary p rticipation indicatest that students" are aware of, concerned abOut, and
interested in manage ent issues such as these.

Activity in Its Ow Right 0

This final, brief portion of the tape features Peter and his teacher in the nursery classroom
again. The teacher has been sending the children, one by one, out of the room, 'and she has,
come up with a different series of things to do individually as they leave:

Touch the tabli-three'times, turn around twice, and walk from the room.I Go to the corner of the room, tap the wall twice, andjump through the door:
Hop to the edge of'the rug and skip through the door ,

Students eagerly await their own set of instructions; the teacher has clearly turned this transition
into an "actiVity in its own right."

x It appears that the teacher has discovered that Peter is not quite sure whether he wants to skip
for for that matter whether he knouts how to skip at.all. Of course, this little exerteeaWnas not
intended to gauge .Peter's motor/physical cOordiution nor his knowledge of the ing of
"skip." Similar to the involvement of the third grade class members in discussion, these nursery r
students are actively engaged in doingskipping, hopping, and pawing. These a0vities serve
as a focus, to give meaning to what is going 9n and to infuse some kin into an itibitrary yet
necessary' procedure' or change of locale. A pakint-worth stressing is the'reaqion *of both adults ' ,-.

...and children to "deal time." We all are too familiar with the boredom as's'oci ted with
yet necessary 4ctivity, like waiting in line. We devise many ways to help pass t time, such as' -
strjking up a conversation With the person standing next to us. It is no surprising o find students
doing the very same thing. Although marking time usually goes unnoticed, some of the ways we $

do it are suitable for any occasion, while others are restricted to certain settings. In the case of
students chatting,in line, there,are many instances when the teacher would view this as inappro-

priate .
priate behavior. . . .

tit)la 4., t). .

e
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' The point is simple: Classroom rules and retIffhes are too often established without 'student_
input or their understanding of why certain things are done one way and not another. Studentsr.:,,,
comply with the rules'primarily to stay out of trouble. An alternative might be to involve student's
to instituting these routines, so that compliance ,therrstelis from a positive sense of cooperation,
partieipalion, and mutual agreement.'Unquestionably, energy expended on classroom manage.-
,ment greatly increases at moments of transition. A,. source of enemy (at times seemingly
unlimited) is the class itself, and any way to 415mess that energy to conserve your own for.teaching is a goodOidea.

40;
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EXEItISES

The following, set of exercises is divided into twat. sections In the first one , the exercises are
based directly on the tape and transcript The second section consists of general exercises. In
both sections, the exercises may be done independently or as assignments in either a workshop
or a class setting While the exercises may be adapted to, different workshop or class formats,
many of them are best done with pencil and paper and a tape recorder.

The general purpose of these exercises is to focus and refine your understanding of the topic
at hand, both through observation and discussion of the tape segments and through application
of what is learned from these observations and discussions. It is not the purpose of the exercises
to elicit criticism of the behavior of the children or the teachers seen on the tape.

I. EXERCISES BASED ON TAPE AND,TRANSCRIPT MATERIAL .

A. Signaling Transition with the Teacher's Signal
(1) Consider this portion of the tape and transcript. How would you describe the transition

that occurs here? How and when does it begin? How and when does it end? What are
some of the more noticeable characteristics of this transition?

(2) Examine the language used before, during, and after the transitional activity. Compare
the role of the teacher's langUage with that of the students' language. Can transition
language be charicterized by any particular forms (such as, questions, commands,
statements) or by any specific purposes (for example, obtaining information, callin
attention, seeking clarification).

(3) Think about the boop sound. How woulgj you describe its purpose and use? Can you
think of other types of sounds or gestures that signal transition either in school
or elsewhere?

(4) Describe this transition in terms of the teaching and learning goals of schooling. What are 4
the students learning and the teacher accomplishing by means of transitional procedures
such as this one?

(5) Consider what you do in your classroom when the deed for this kind of transition arises.
What do you do when confronted with needs such at Peter's? Assuming you made a
decision similar to this teacher's, write down what you would say and do to accomplish
the transition from one activity to the next. Look at the language you have written &Akin.
Would you say that you are using the transition time as an opportunity to do some
teaching? If so, what is being learned or what can be learned?

11 . 2C
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(6) Make a copy of a daily class OA and list the scheduled activities down one side of
the page. Leave a space between each of these activities in which to write down as
complete a description as possible of the transitions that occur. For example:

Children begin to gather belongings; clock
Activityscience lesson approaches appointed time; teacher begins to

transition summarize lesson quickly and to repeat assign-
Activity recess ments and recommendationS; utterances include:

This exercise can be done as you plan a day, as you record ansoangoing day, or as you
summarize a day's activities.

B. Discussing Transition: Problems and Solutiok

(1) Consider-this piece of transcript. What type of transition is being discussed? Isolate the
utterances which describe this transition. What other topics are discussed and how do
they relate to transition?

'(2) Who seems to initiate the transition discussion? Whit reasons are given for talking about
it? What are the students' expectations and concerns about how these transitions shciuld
be done and who should take responsibility for their execution?

(3) What roles does the teacher play in this discussion? How does she accomplish these
tasks? Are these taskkfound in all conversation, or are they special features of classroom
con versation?

(4) Do you think that the children in your class, would share som of the concerns of the
students on the tape? Wh.gt aspects of transition do ydur students discuss?

J

C. Activity in Its Own Right

(1) Re-examine this section of the transcript and tape. What do you think is happening? 1

Why do you think the teacher does what she is doing?

(2) What do, you think the teacher learns about Peter'in particular and knows about transi- ,

tions in general? Consider both what the reacher has asked him to do and the possible
purposes for her instructions.,

(3) In light of what happens during this brief episode and what you have learned from these
materials, devise several alternative ways you might structure transitions appropriate for
your own class. Remember to consider the characteristics of what preceded the transi:
tions and what is to follow.



GENERAL EXERCISES

(1) For one entire day make a list of all of the signals you notice that accompany and
accomplish transitions in everyday lifefor example, traffic controls, ringing bells, signs.

(2) Durirt the same day that you do Exerdise 1, make a list of the verbal cues to transition that
occur. For instance, notice how conversation is begun and ended or how topic§ are changed
during discussion.

(3) How are transitions accomplished in the media? What happens between one television
broadcast and the next, between one radio program and the next, or at a movie theater?

(4) Transitions are also an integral part of printed material. Consider, for example, the dif-
ferent forms that transitions take in this booklet. How does the format facilitate changes in
topic, focus, and emphasis? Are the transitions in printed material markedly different from
those you have noticed in oral language?'

(5) How are telephone conversations different from other typeit of conversations with respect
to transitions? Think about the obligations of the person who calls as opposed to the per-
son called. For example, wha has the right to initiate the closing of the conversation and
what are some common words or phrOses used?

Are some of the transitio\as you have noted in the preceding exercises accomplished more
successfully than others? In your judgment, how can "success" be. defined? Is success in
one instance necessarily success in another? Think about the role of flexibility of transi-
tional strategies, especially how flexibility can be incorporated without losing orderliness.

(6)

20
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THEORY AND METHODS'

The Information presented in this booklet results priMarily from the work of two research
disciplines ethnography and sociolinguistics Both of these fields share a common interest in
examining the processes of educatioy,_ For the ethnographer, education is seen from the stand-
point of social organization and social-ctAltural development. For the sociolinguist, education is
viewed from the perspective of language use and acquisition of language skills.

The following pages provide an overview.of some of the assumptions and procedures that are
used in these classroom investigations. This overview is offered for three reasons. First; the
techniques of these research efforts may ikell.provide.you with alternative ways of-looking at your
own classroom situation Second, with a better understanding of the investigators' gc4ls and
methods, you Will be better equipped to evaluate critically their results and recommendations.
Finally,-as the peison who actually does the educating, your insights, advice, and criticism are the
best indication of areas where responsive research might turn its attention and focus its efforts.

Basic to the ethilOgraphers' and sociolinguists' work is the belief that we interact in an orderly
and systematic manner, with certain sets of "rules" which can he used to describe this
orderliness Individually and collett4t, we use our differing understandings of these same
rules as we make our constant choices .0 what to do and say next. We also .use these rules to
understand what others do and say By our behavior we are constantly answering the following
questions for each other.

Who are you?
What is this place?
What is this time?
What is going on?

This information, used in conjunction with our notions of appropriateness, forms a large portion
of our decision-making procedures '-

When looking at a classroom, the ethnographer, attempts to describe what it is that each
member does and how it gets done In ethnography it 1s essential that the description accurately
reflect what the participants themselves perceikt the activity to be. Taking the.topic,of transi-
tions. we can retrace the steps that led to this analysis. The first step is to observeunolotrusively,
over an extended period of time, students and teachers involved in transitional activity. In this
study, the observational process, was facilitated by. videotape records available for
re examination. Once a sizable number of examples have been gathered (this study is boed on
over 150 such examples) , the researcher establishes categories in which to group similar
examples These categories must be sufficiently detailed to cover every example that the observa-

4

Theonsts disagree as to how these rules- originate In the individual and, or the society, but they generally
agree that these rules" are both conscious and unconscious in their usages and in their effects.

14
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. .

tions-peOduce Each category is then individually examined and described in detail. This ensures
that it is representative of the behavior it is meant to capture. Interpretation followstategorization.
as the observer answers the four questions previously stated.

Problems may-and often do surface, so that the researcher returns to-the original videotape
records or tonduc4 further observations. T.,he entire procedure must be repeated until all the
examples fit comfortably into a defined categbr9 When this is completed, a representative
description for that particular class during that particular time has been made. In order to claim a
more general description,'the researcher must examine other classeS at other times? As similar
results are found-, the description can be generalized more and applied to other groups.

From reading this brief overview of the ethnographer's work, you might get the impression that
in general people make "decisions" about what to do and stick by them. This is riot true. Because
we are gocial in nature and are always interacting with one another, our decisions are always
undergoing modification and, adaptation. We negotiate with each other in the same way that
negotiations take place around the, conference table. By expressing our individual needs through
our actions, we arrive at social decisions and behave accordingly. Thus,rwe continually negotiate
our rules and come to some ""greement" about what is happening. While we are interacting, this
ongoing process is being rep ted, taking into consideration new information about the people
and the situation.

In our discussions throughout this booklet, we have referred to signalS or cues for transition.
Whether verbal or not, these cues are good examples of tlAkindof information we are constantly
sending and receiving. For tile sociolinguist interested in /re language of transition, the'research
methodology is similar to that of the ethnographer. The sociolinguist focuses on the verbal
elements of behavior by locating the language used before,, during, and after transitional activity.
Categorizing'this language can be done along the 'following lines: ,.

Those utterances that share a common form (i.e. commands, questions, statemeuts)
Those utterances that shIte a common function (i.e. to get attention, to quiet the group,
to give instructions)
Those utterances that share a common content (i.e. address the same group, describe

.7,similar sequences of activity)
Those utterances that share a common order (i.e. first attention, then silence, then
instructions)

The utterances in each category may not be mutually exclusive. That is, utterances of a common
function may also have a common form. Once the) lingUist has designed categories to organize
the observed language usages, then these categories must be checked further. The description is
useful only as it reflects what classroom members view and treat ,as meaningful themselves.

One way to check this is to watch how each person in the class responds to various types of,
utterances. Do the class members behave similarly after a given set of utterances? For instance,
take, the category of common function, where a group of utterances *classified as attention-
getters. If all eyes are on the teacher after he -or she uses any of thege attention-getters, the

32
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16 Tradsitions: Activity between Activities

ti

categorization looks valid. lf, on another occasion, a student does not pay attention to the
utterance and is reprimanded by ;lie teacher, the category is further c nfirmed. The teacher has
demonstrated the function of the utterance by letting .the student ow that something is
wrongi.e. the student's lack of attention. Categone5 also can be checke for accuracy by look-
ing at-wJ happened before the utterance, as well as looking at what happens after it. Again,
take those. utterances that share the comlon function of getting attention. It would throw some

4. .
dPubt,on.the zate5ory if teachers are observed using these attention-getters at times when the
class is already paying attention. The sociolinguist looks at what is going on around, as well as
during, the trses,of language under investigation.
* The outcome of .the ethnographer's and sociolinguists painstakiwpork i the description we +'
offer here. Clearly our descriptive work carries with it some implicirsugestis for improving on
what happens naturally in the classroom. Knowing what it 'is that people do and how they do it
provides a firm grounding for educational innovation.

areconcept of negotiation is central here. Childrezi are often described as self-centered, and to

y.
a certain extent this is probably true. During early Childhood:we &e only infrequently confronted

Qt,
with social situations that parents don't control and negotiate for us. For most children formal
schobling is their first major parent'-free experience. While teachers provide much guidance and
tlirection, it is largely up to the child to develop a sense of cooperative; appropriate pehavior.
This is essential both for the smooth operations of a classroom' and for the individual Child's
growth and development. Transition times are pa'ilicularly heavy times of cooperative negotia-
tion. Efficient and effective changes of foCusare also essential to productive use of learning time.
Since transitions are unavoidable, they are a natural_tikie to concentrate on social development
by making them a group responsibility. Working with others toward a common goal while re-

, specting the rights of others is fundamental to almost everything we do.
In addition to fostering and encouraging the social aspects df teaching, we must recognize the

role social behavior may --j5lay in assessment of overall ability. Students' social behavior has been
shown to have great significance on how we-evaluate their acadentt as well as Soda) skills. These

-evaluations, in t4n, appear to influence decisions made concerning placement and advance-
ment. The matchror mismatch between what children bring to school as appropriate behavior and
what a particular teacher or school in general considers appropriate is revealing informi.tion. It is
tryepl for qs to be sensitive to adjustments that some children must make when confronted with
aj) unfamiliar school setting. These adjustments may suggest ways that *the classroom can take,
better advantage of what the children hve already been taught and Wriarlhey'need to be taught.

e
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GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIPTION

4

Several of the exercises in this manual requiretape-recording and
transcribing portions of conversation. The following are some basic
guidelines for transcribing. A look at the transcript in this manual will
also be useful.

(1) Decide how you will refer to each speaker, either by full
name or by initial. Put this full name or initial in front of

*every new turn taken by that speAer.

Ann:
Melissa:
Ann:

Okay.
Wait. Okay.
MeasureDo it .again.

(2) In order to transcribe accurately everything a given speaker
says, you may want to listen to'a small segment, stop the
tape, write dawn what you remember, and then listen to
that segment again. Do not be surprised if what you think°
yoll hear and what is actually said are two different things. -
That is the reason for replaying difficult or quickly spoken
segments. It may be helpful to listen tolonger stretches on
both sides of the troublesome sequence:

ti

(4) Sometimes it is simply it possible to hear or undeptand
what someone has said. This is dealt with by using iquare
brackVs;,/ sometimes the word unintelligible is also included.

T: I'm going to [u-riintelligible) I'm going to
go over to the listening center.

In other cases, you may not 4 entirely sure about a given
word or sequence:- This can be indicated as follows:

Pupil: I think we're gonna have some fun./
It may sometimes be impossible to tell who is talking. This
can be indicated as follows:

(Unknown Srfeaker): I don't think so.

(3) ,Sometimes two people start talking at once, or one person
interrupts another. This is usually shown in transcription
with brackets marking the overlapping section:

V

(5) There may be some information concerning nonverbal
behavior or pauses that you want to include:in your tran-

Melissa :' It' as far out as it can go. script. Parenthesis can be used for this:
Ann: [No, it might not be Albert: Bambi.

Garnett: (shakes head "no")
It is, of course, often difficult to hear what either speaker is Albert; What?
saying in a case of overlap. As ybu can note, the continuing T: [unintelligible] (pa4se) Who is Dan talking
utterance of the-person who keeps on talking after the over-
lap should be transcribed.

to?
Pupils: (raise hands)

17
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TAPE TRANSCRIPT

Transitions: Activity between Activities

This is a tape about transitions: the times when teachers and
students go from one activity to the next. Although transition time is
probably-the most frequently occurring event of the school day,
there is little descriptive work available on how transitions are
accomplished, and little is mentioned in teacherpreParation courses
about transitions. During transition times in the classroom, everyone
participatesin some fashion, but it is mainly the teacher's responsi-
bility to keep the day moving along smoothly with some sense of
continuity. Most schools have some hard and fast rules about transi-
tion. Teachers develop some individual methods for dealing with
these in-between times. Students likewise figure out or learn ways to
keep themselves busy without breaking the rules.

When you're looking at this tape, please remember, it is harder to
look at tapes ,of really occurring activities than at tapes of actors
presenting a performance. Remember too that the eye and ear of
the video equipment emphasize certain things that might not be
noticed if you were present in the classroom. Most important,
remember these are only short examples, and it is not reasonable to
make judgments about the abilities or personalities of the teachers or
the students.

Let's look closely at two pieCes' of videotape t e first from a
nursery class, the second from a third grade classy m. Each tape
will be repeatked once, with some pointers given bef re the replay, to
help you to focus on some of the interesting elements. First the
nursery piece.

Signaling Transition with the Teacher's Signal

David: Now could I do that, Miss 1,

Peter: Could I hang it up now?

Ti: UrnScott is next .

3'
6
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Peter:

T:

Peter:.

Ti:

Anita:

'T1:

.I'm gonna go and hang it up now.

[unintelligible)

Pm gonna hang it up.

Could we show it at the first meeting we have, Peter,
and then hang it up? Peterwe're going to hang it,
honey, on the tree andPeter, do you want to call a
meeting? Alright.

I wanna show this to my mother.

Let's do this quitkly 'cause Peter's gonna call a

Peter:

Ti:

Pupil:

Pupil:

Ti:

Pupil:

Anita:

Ti:

meeting.

Boop! Boop!

That he . . .

Can I .

Can I do one?

Oh dear he's already booped. Pour it on now, real
quickly.

Can .1 do it after group?

Yeahdid you hear the boop did you hear Deter
boop? What does that mean?

Yes, you can take it with you but hold it carefully so

.

you don lose that because . . .

3
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Tape Tianscript

Pupil:

Anita:

Pupils:

Oh, ['m not finished.
(Various)

I want to have a boop too.

Look what I got. Look what I got. Look what I got.
(Various)

Anita` me to tell you how I made it?

Peter: Boop! Boop!

. Anita: You want me to-tell you how I made it?

T 1 : Wellcarl you wait until everybody

Scott:

T2: Lemme see, Scott. Ooh, isn't that beautiful?

Tl: Is everybody here? Here you come., Antonia. Good
for you. Seth, [unintelligible] Peter called a meeting.

6

Look, Misi C.

Peter:

Peter:

Look, some .. . came Off.

[unintelligible] honey, 'cause Seth is having trouble
coming on his own. Here -he comes. Seth is coming.

This is a,star that t made and I'm gonna hang this star
up on the Christmas tree.

(Replay Stops)

Tl: Did somebody else make a star?

Pupil: Very- beautiful.

Pupil: Me.

T2:

Pupil:

T:

That is pretty.

Me.'

Peter wanted to hang his star right away. And when
we were at the . . . the Christmas show, we were talk-
ing about it and Peter wanted to do the same thing
they did. So I sort of wanted to know whether or not
everybody wanted to make a star and then everybody
hang them the way they did in the Christmas show or
whether or not you just want to make a star andTut it
on our tree to decorate it. Right now Peter was very
anxious to get his star on the tree, so, if you can think
about that

19

Eduardo: I tied my shoe all-by mysgra. . .

This time through, note Peter's use of the boo the teacher's rein
forcepiit of its meaning, and the class' to it.

Discussing Transition: Problems and Solutions

T: Lindsay?

Lindsay: Well, you see, like, some people are sitting about right
here, like . . .

T: Uh hm.

Lindsay: And th4n some people are sitting back there. Ard the
people who wanna get in first in line, sort of, when
they say 'Line leader, come up,' the people sort of get

' up, so they're akout to the edge about where that pen-
cif sharpener.is, .

T: Uh hrri

41
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Lindsay.

Willy:

And then they
like this, and

they just go

and the line

just, when it's their turn, they sort of get
then when 4'swhen they say 'line up,'

and then they

I think you should just say 'line up'

leader . . . .

T: A

Willy: should (raises hand)

T: You [ didn't .raise your hand: Samantha?

Samantha:

T:

Urn, wherilike, when we're coming back from, uh, an
activity by ourselves?

Uh

-P-Samantha: Urnthenobodyeverybtidy goes in front of the
line leader and the.line leader's often last in line.

Katie:

T:

Katie:

Jennifer:

Yeah.

Jennifer?

That's true.

Well, really, when we come back from an activity, it's
like we don't have a class, but like, five people are over
here all spread around, and five people are ever here
and .then eight people are over here and it's like, it's

-just a lot of people n different classes walking
around in the hall, and our class is all spread around,
and it's not in a line or anything.

T: John, did you have something you wanted to say?

42

John.

Jennifer:

John:

T:

YeahI don't but Lindsay's right whit you should
do is

[when people

John, I can't hear you

run upto the door,

First the line leader and then the people who run up,
they shouldum, be put back to their, to their places.

Alright, so you're saying that I shpuld be more aware
of the, people who are running in.line. Does anyhody'
else have any other solutions? Garnett

Garnett: 11tell, I don't have a solution, but I havt'a problem,
because when I was line leader, a lot of . . . I was
walking down the glass corridor and there was a lot of
noise, so I stopped the lineand everyand people
arelike so-and-so is pushing me to say `go on, open
the door?' Stuff like that.

Jennifer:. I know. But, Peter . . .

T:

Peter:

T:

Peter:

Un-uh. Un-uh. Peter?

Dmthe first reasonthe first thing I wanted

don't sit back in the line, I can't see
Willy, if you

to say I'm . . . I'm not so . . I don't know if people
want, I mean, if everybody's talking about these guys
are butting in, they're getting in line and everything, do
theseurndo they wanna get in? Do the people
they're talking aboutdo they wanna get in the front
of the line too sometimes?
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Tape Transcript
,

Lindsay: No, they just

it to stop

want

Peter: 1 OK, then if they do, then why do they care? If they

don't tvanna get in front of the line, then why do they
go? And I think everybody should take, urn, take care
of themselves. And also=and sometimes a lot of peo-
ple say just stop the line..But a lot of times, if someone.
stops the line, they're not justthey're still not gonna
do it. They're still not gonna stop, so, maybe you
should justmaybe just keep on going and just take
care of yourtake care of yourself.

T: What do you think are the solutions to this problem?
John?

This time, notice how the student discussion is centered around
social and personal responsibility. Notice, too, that the teacher par-
ticipates only in regulating the Conversation anal in helping to formu-
late the solution.

Activity Between Activities? Activix4n Its Own Right

T: Hop to the edge of the rug and skip thrOugh the door.

"Peter: Hop?.

T: L Can you skip? Hop. Do you knoW how to hop on

one foot? What are you going to do next? Skip
through the door. You 'wanna jumpyou wanna
jump with both feet?

Peter:, This way or that way? .

T: That's the way. That's the way. 4 4
4.40' 1. 4
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